
From: "Michael Horn" <michael@andyettheyfly.com>
Date: April 15, 2003 12:20:11 PM PDT
To: "James Randi" <randi@randi.org>, <SKEPTICMAG@aol.com>,
<Vaughn@cfiwest.org>
Subject: Mr. AMAZING RUNS AWAY, CAN'T TAKE THE HEAT!!!

Ah, another non-responsive non-response from the Wizard of Flaws. It isn't true
because you say so! Wow, what a
 stunning, brilliant bit of deduction. You've spent a little too much time doing parlor tricks
for kids, you know, the ones
that can see through the farce. In this case, they would indeed see through yours.

As a matter of fact, take the average kid and show him 1200 clear daytime UFO photos,
film segments, sound recordings
and metal samples, add the scientific, prophetically accurate info and, when he asks
you how Meier did it, you'll say...what?
"He did it with mirrors" or "I don't have a clue but it can't be real because I SAY it isn't".
 What kind of a hoax are YOU trying to foist on thinking people?

Add to your being bored: incompetent, unscientific, amateurish and cowardly. You and
the other clowns in your cult
have leveled unproven allegations and refuse to back them up. Funny that your
boredom has not infected astronomers
and physicists and other scientific experts who have found the evidence authentic. But
hey, they're only scientists and
you're the high priest of a cult of true believers who demand that reality fits your
preconceptions. That's religion, not science.

Did you REALLY ask what value is duplication? We've got a few scientists on this list.
Can you not hear the ripples
of laughter? Just what DO you know about the scientific method? Shermer must be
biting his tongue over that one.

You certainly have explained yourself, quite nakedly for quite a few to see. You're an
"expert" because you say you are.
You demand proof but won't test it. Are ALL magicians by definition clowns? I hope and
think not but this is classic Bozo
material, no offense meant to Bozo.

You don't have to respond, certainly not if you're gonna keep on sticking those over-
sized shoes in your mouth. But don't
worry, we'll let your words and deep thoughts represent you, your organization and your
BOGUS offer for some time to come.



I think I now know what the "Amazing" stands for.

Michael Horn

Okay, I'm bored.  You can't seem to get off the "duplication" thing, can you?
 
If I break a wine-glass, can you duplicate that break exactly?  No.  So what value is
duplication?
 
Oops, I'm wasting my time again.  I already explained myself, you choose not to
understand (or you're just too dense) so we've nothing more to say.
 
CAN MEIER PROVE HIS CASE?  NO.
 
Case closed.
 
                            James Randi.
 
(I'll enter into no more correspondence with you.  I have real people to deal with.)


